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ABSTRACT
Broadband telecommunications have become the key factor for economic growths around the
world, but rural and hard to reach areas are missing out on the opportunity. To overcome this
problem, we propose a pseudo-satellite system where telecommunication devices are carried
on a perpetually flying solar aircraft cruising at stratospheric altitude. Our aircraft will
combine lighter-than-air technology to augment the lift from the wing. Every major
components contributing to the aircraft total weight has been considered, resulting in a range
of design solutions. We chose wing span and aspect ratio of 50m and 13 respectively, from
which other specifications of the aircraft were fixed to. Our design solution has been validated
by power and weight balance analysis. System reliability has been demonstrated by Monte
Carlo simulation.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Near space region has been the focus of many military research institutions due to its huge
potential and strategic importance. The term near-space is defined as the air space between 12
to 62 miles (about 19 to 100 km) of altitude, where above 100 km is widely considered as a
sub-orbital outer space region. The characteristic of near-space region is that its atmosphere is
too rarefied to the extent that conventional winged flight is very difficult (but not impossible),
while at the same time gravity is too strong for a satellite to orbit. If for example a
pseudo-satellite could be placed on station between these heights, reduction of total life-cycle
cost and increase in responsiveness can be achieved [1]. Aircrafts that can carry a
satellite-capable system in the near space region are called high altitude platforms (HAP) [2].
The image capturing capabilities of an HAP carrying intelligence-surveillance-reconnaissance
(ISR) equipment’s is much superior to those of a satellite due to its closer distance to earth
surface. This is the reason why United States Air Force (USAF) employed Lockheed’s U2
high altitude long endurance (HALE) spy-plane, which flew at 70,000 feet (21 km) altitude
for reconnaissance purpose [3]. This aircraft is still in service surviving the budget cut which
ended the life of another high altitude ISR, the SR71 Blackbird. However, the USAF are also
actively looking to design a successor to U2 as the current system requires two pilots to fly
for 8 hours before landing for refuel. In comparison, a perpetual HAP system without the need
to land and refuel would be much better as a pseudo-satellite system.
HAP can be inserted into its intended altitude ad-hoc during battle to connect all disparate
elements and assets being deployed by the field commander. The HAP could simply act as
node to relay between a broadcast to receivers or it could become the hub to connect all
incoming and outgoing data streams such as depicted in Fig. 1 [4]. Current communication
standards such as BOWMAN, JTIDS/Link16 can be adopted easily by an HAP system. As a
replacement for military communication satellite (MILCOMSAT), a pseudo-satellite aboard
of an HAP can operate at EHF (45/20) GHz which are still uncluttered and has large spectral
availability. The EHF also has Low Probability of Intercept (LPI) [5]. Range of
communications is between 120 to 270 miles depending on the elevation angle of the
broadcast and receiver beam [4]. The platform itself is stealthy with low radar signature which
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shielded it from enemy detection during active battle. Although possible, there are only a
handful of surface to air missiles that can reach the near space altitude [5].
Fig.1. Personal communication system for beyond line of sight battlefield communications
without the need for terrestrial infrastructure
Beside communication, HAP could also carry a portable radar system for over the horizon
surveillance. Missile Defence Agency (MDA) in the USA proposed a high altitude radar
system, weighing not more than 500 lbs, carried by an airship for cruise missile detection [6].
The potential is huge since at 20km altitude the radar coverage is about 500 km radius and
radar would not be affected by any cloud layer in the troposphere (below 18 km altitude) [7].
HAP fitted with a good resolution camera can be used effectively as a remote sensing system
to observe disaster prone region. In Flemish Institute of Technological Research (VITO), they
are experimenting with a system that can capture image with sensitivity of 30cm from 18km
altitude using a camera weighing no more than 3 kg [8]. FiRE project in the USA and
COMETS in Europe are developing forest surveillance equipment using high-altitude
Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) to monitor wild forest fire [9]. This kind of system have
better resolution in detecting forest fire since the platform is closer to surface in comparison to
a satellite thus giving a very early warning before the fire could spread further. There are also
studies that concentrate on the role an HAP could play in post-disaster situation. Ad-hoc
communication network using the HAP is easy to set-up and can allows for quick connection
among disperse rescue workers and victims. The added benefit of using the HAP for
post-disaster communication network is that victims’ cell phone location can be triangulated
easily by determining time of arrival (DOA) and time delay of arrival (TDOA) as long as the
exact position of a moving HAP is known all the time [10].
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A perpetual flying HAP for defense, security and disaster management must have a rapid
deployment mechanism to reach its intended altitude quickly in an emergency [2]. A large
airship with speed of only 30 knots could take days to reach their operating altitude. A large
airship is also vulnerable to weather unpredictability. It is clear that airship technology is not
enough and must include modifications to improve its deployment speed. Thus, in this paper,
we devise an optimization procedure for the design of an HAP flying using conventional wing
lift (for fast deployment) that is augmented by lighter-than-air technology (for higher payload
capacity).
Since we endeavor to incorporate conventional lift from wing for our design, we are at the
mercy of the sun to supply power for high cruise speed. Solar powered airplane technology
has gone a long way since the first one invented in 1974 by R.J. Boucher [11]. NASA’s
Environmental Research Aircraft Sensor Technology (ERAST) program produced such
successful solar aircraft with names like Pathfinder, Centurion and Helios [12-13]. Recently,
the Solar Impulse project has validated the prospect of perpetual flight by flying 24 hours
non-stop in 2010 [14].
2. CURRENT DESIGN OBJECTIVE
Based on the literatures, we believe reliable broadband coverage using a pseudo-satellite on
HAP can be achieved if the design objectives listed below can be satisfied. The design
objectives are listed as such:
1. Cruise at 21,000 m
2. Carry telecommunication payload of weight 100 kg (similar to HeliNet project [15-17].
3. Carry telecommunication payload with power requirement of 400 W (similar to HeliNet
project [15-17]
Endurance of more than 24 hours (perpetual flight) using only solar power according to
Malaysian solar irradiance model.
3. CONCEPTUAL DESIGN ALGORITHM
Quite a few literatures have been published that discussed the important issues pertaining to
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designing a solar aircraft [14, 18-22]. This paper will follow and modify Noth’s methodology
[21] since it has a complete description and its algorithm has been shown as robust enough for
many different design scenarios [23-27]. Nevertheless, all methodologies other than Noth’s
also rely on similar basic aerodynamics, structural and energy management principles, thus
they should all converge to similar design solutions.
The first step to find the optimize design solutions for a perpetual solar aircraft is to consider
the straight level flight or cruise. During the flight cruise, the lift is balanced by the weight
which is constant since there would be no fuel burned. Equally, the thrust power is balanced
by the total drag power. Incidentally, weight-lift and thrust-drag pairs are also related to each
other. The total weight of the aircraft depends on the solar cells area and battery size whereby
both are designed specifically to satisfy to the power requirement of the aircraft. Thus, to find
the design solutions, we could start by assuming thrust and drag power equilibrium then work
out the weight and lift of the aircraft or in the same token by first calculating total weight and
lift before finding the corresponding power requirements. Aircraft weight optimization
approach seems more reasonable since total weight is constant for both day and night flying,
whereas optimizing using power approach introduced non-linearity early in the iterations
since power available from the sun varies with time.
The total weight of solar aircraft ( ) is represented as Equation (1). It is simply the
summation of mass for avionics ( ), payload ( ), airframe ( ), solar cells ( ),
maximum power point tracker (MPPT) ( ), battery ( ) and the whole propulsion
system ( ). This equation will be the master equation for optimization iteration.∙ = + + + + + + ∙(1)The avionic system and payload weight can be considered fixed. For our
current design, they are 20 kg and 100 kg respectively as per design objectives. Then, the
airframe structure weight can be estimated from wing span( ) and aspect ratio (Λ) by using
Equation (2):∙ = 0.044 . Λ . (2)
This relation is suggested by Noth [21] after he meticulously compiled 415 gliders (also
called sailplane) into a database. He chose the lightest 5% out of all gliders and came up with
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the equation. The solar cells mass on the other hand is a product of its cell (including
encapsulation) density constants( + ) and their surface area( ) such as in the
Equation (3):= ( + ) (3)
To estimate the solar cells area( ), we first assume that the area is specifically chosen to
obtain enough energy for day and night flying. Thus, the energy captured must equal to the
energy required by the straight level flight, avionics and payload. Total energy captured from
sun rise to sun set is the product of the area under the solar irradiance curve with efficiencies
for weather ( ), solar cells ( ), airfoil camber ( ) and MPPT ( ) such as in
Equation (4). The energy required (Equation 5) is the time integration of power for cruise plus
power for avionics and payload (Equation 6). Power for straight level cruise is well known
[28] and given below as Equation (7). By inserting Equation (6) and (7) into Equation (5) and
equating it to Equation (4), solar cells area can be calculated.Energy captured by solar cells, = /2 (4)Energy required, = + (5)
, = + + (6)
= . ( ) . 2 . = ( ) . 2Λ . (7)
Mass of MPPT also varies proportionally to the total solar cells area. Is is the product of its
density constant( ) with maximum irradiance( ), solar cell efficiency ( ), camber
factor( ), MPPT efficiency( ) and solar cells area( ). The relation is:= (8)
Mass of the battery varies linearly with the total energy that will be stored for the night time
flight, which can be expressed as below:
= (9)
is the specific energy content or also called gravimetric energy density of the battery
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with the unit Watt Hour per kg. This constant is definitely one of the major, if not the only,
limiting factor in designing a perpetual flying solar aircraft. The current state-of-the-art of
Lithium-Ion polymer battery contains about 200 Wh/kg or less. This is obviously inadequate
to store enough energy for night flying without being an excessive weight burden onto the
aircraft. In 2010, the Zephyr7 solar aircraft achieve continuous flight by using Lithium-Sulfur
battery with energy density of 350 Wh/kg even though the manufacturer claimed that it could
go up to 600 Wh/kg [29]. Theoretically, Li-S battery could have up to 2500 Wh/kg [30] and
this makes it attractive for manufacturers of electric vehicles since sulfur is a cheap and easily
available material. However, they are still subjected to more research before it can be
commercialized. Currently, a practical Li-S battery has been demonstrated [31] with a
capacity of 1300 mAh/g which correlates to more than 2000 Wh/kg of energy density. Thus,
for our current project, we believe that a battery with 700 Wh/kg of energy density would be
available in the very near future.
For propulsion system, Noth [21] suggested that its mass can be modeled simply by the
relationship below where is the power to mass ratio of the propulsion system:= (10)
4. NUMERICAL SOLVER
Optimization of design solutions was done using a script written in MATLAB environment.
The script was set to vary the aspect ratio from 8 to 17 with a unit step increment. At every
aspect ratio, the script will vary the wingspan from 10 to 100 m with 0.1 step increment and
then find a minimum positive real number solutions of Equation (13) at every step.
Engineering constants listed in Table 1 were utilized in the script.
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Table 1. Engineering constants needed for Equation (11) and their typical value
Constants Value Unit Notes
1.1 - Airfoil lift coefficient
_ 0.013 - Airfoil drag coefficient. To be added with parasitic and induced drag_ 0.006 - Parasitic drag coefficient. To be added with airfoil and induced drag
0.9 - Oswald’s efficiency factor (assumed value)
0.0746 kg/m3 Density of air at 21km altitude
950 W/m2 Maximum sun irradiance (typical value for Malaysia [32])
700 Wh/kg Energy density of LS battery (assumed value)
0.32 kg/m2 Mass density of solar cells [21]
0.26 kg/m2 Mass density of encapsulation [21]
0.00042 kg/W Mass/power ratio of MPPT [21]
0.008 kg/W Mass/power ratio of propulsion system [21]
20 kg Mass of avionics system [21]
100 kg Mass of telecommunication payload [21]
0.65 - Efficiency of step-down converter [21]
1 - Weather factor which reduces the energy captured. Value of 1 is clear
sky(assumed value)
0.169 - Efficiency of solar cells [21]
0.90 - Efficiency of curved solar panels [21]
0.95 - Efficiency of battery charge [21]
0.95 - Efficiency of motor controller [21]
0.95 - Efficiency of battery discharge [21]
0.97 - Efficiency of gearbox [21]
0.85 - Efficiency of motor [21]
0.97 - Efficiency of MPPT [21]
0.85 - Efficiency of propeller [21]
100 W Power for avionics (based from HeliNet project)
400 W Power for telecommunication payload (based from HeliNet project)
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5. PRELIMINARY DESIGN SOLUTION
It was found that, there could be no close form solution of the equation with the current
design objectives. Of course, reducing the payload mass to 50 kg and its power to 100 W will
yield results by the algorithm but such exercise would be unrealistic since a practical
telecommunication device would be much heavier and require more power. Thus, a
modification to the aircraft structure must be made. We propose a hybrid concept combining
the aircraft with lighter-than-air technology to assist in carrying the load.
6. MODIFIED NUMERICAL SOLVER FOR HYBRID AIR-VEHICLE CONCEPT
Abundant of literatures can be found on the inflatable wing/aircraft technology. Our design
team believes that it is possible to construct an inflatable aircraft using high strength fiber
materials such as Kevlar, Vectran or glass fibers. Such aircraft would then be rigidized in
order to give the freedom of varying the internal pressure of the lighter-than-air gas such as
Helium. Similar idea has been discussed by [13]. Construction of such aircraft will be
discussed in later sections. By assuming that total fuselage + wing volume( ) are linked to
aircraft wingspan and aspect ratio and that the internal pressure of Helium is set to
atmospheric pressure at 21 km altitude, we could modify equation to become:∙ = ∙ ( , Λ) . + ∙ ( , Λ) − buoyancy force∙ = ∙ ( , Λ) . + ∙ ( , Λ) − ∙ (ρ − ρ )= ( , Λ) . + ( , Λ) − ℂ( , Λ)(11)
The new variable is the weight of the aircraft that is carried by the lift from wing. It is
the difference between the total weight minus the buoyancy force. In another word, it simply
means the effective weight experienced by the aircraft wing after buoyancy force has been
considered. By simple substitution of = .( , Λ) − + ( , Λ) − ℂ( , Λ) = 0 (12)
New optimization routine was written in MATLAB to solve for the Equation (12). The
engineering constants in Table 1 were kept for this new routine.
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7. NEW DESIGN SOLUTION
Possible solutions for are plotted against wing span and aspect ratio (range from 8-17)
(see Fig. 2). Choosing higher aspect ratio at constant wing span would reduce the burden of
the wing whereby the weight needed to be carried by the wing will be less. However, very
high aspect ratio wing would not be very suitable for inflatable wing design such as ours. The
wing would be very flexible and can experience excessive aero-elastic problems. Thus, for
our current design we choose wing span of 50 m and aspect ratio of 13. The chosen aspect
ratio is comparable than Lockheed’s U-2 spy-plane which has similar altitude to ours.
Fig.2. Possible range of wing span and aspect ratio that will give solutions to Equation (12)
The MATLAB routine automatically calculates other specifications based on previously listed
equations using our chosen aspect ratio and wing span. All specifications are listed in Table 2.
Table 2. Specifications of aircraft that will satisfy our design objectives
Aspect Ratio, Λ 13
Wing Span, 50 m
Effective Weight, 469 kg
Battery Weight, 144.2 kg
Total weight, 600.44 kg
Volume for Helium, 2103.81 m3
Wing Area, 192.31  m2
Solar Cells Area, 167.94 m2
Max Battery Capacity, 100940 Wh
Cruise Velocity, 24.2 m/s
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8. DESIGN VALIDATION: WEIGHT BALANCE ANALYSIS
To check the validity of the design solutions, we first subject it to weight balance analysis.
The aircraft must have zero or negligible residue after the total weight minus the sum of lift
and buoyancy force. The lift can be calculated from standard lift equations where:= 0.5 = 0.5 ∗ 1.1 ∗ 0.0746 ∗ 192.31 ∗ 24.2 = 4620.98
The buoyancy force can be calculated using:= ( − ) = 9.81 ∗ (0.0746 − 0.0121) ∗ 2103.81 = 1289.90
To balance downward weight force and total upward force:ℎ − ( + ) = 600.44 ∗ 9.81 − (4620.98 + 1289.9) = −19.58
The residue of -19.58 N is negligible since it is about 0.3% of the total weight of the aircraft.
Thus based on the weight balance, we could confirm the validity of the design solutions
suggested by our MATLAB routine.
9. DESIGN VALIDATION: POWER BALANCE ANALYSIS
To further validate the design solutions, we perform a power balance check where we model
the aircraft flying in 48 hours with fluctuating solar irradiance. The objectives are to
investigate whether the solar cells could capture and whether the battery could store, enough
energy for night flying mission. The whole aircraft system can be modeled in Simulink and its
graphical representation is shown in Fig. 3. Firstly, we modeled the solar irradiance using a
sine wave. Although seem simplistic, Noth demonstrated that sine wave could closely
represent hourly irradiance model [21]. We assume that the irradiance is positive from 7 am to
7 pm and zero at other times. The power captured by solar cells depends on its efficiency and
the efficiency of MPPT. The power required to operate the aircraft is the sum of power for
cruise, avionics and payload. For this current model, we assume that the aircraft only cruise at
a constant altitude and constant speed.
For future study, the aircraft can be modeled with moderate climb during the day before
descend to lower altitude at night in order to convert surplus solar energy into potential energy.
The battery manager was modeled such as to start discharging the battery whenever the power
supplied from solar is less than the power required for aircraft operations. The power manager
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would also start battery charging only when the battery current energy level is below
maximum and there is surplus in solar power. The time domain is 48 hours starting at 7 am.
Initially, the battery was given 10,000 Wh of energy level. The plots for power and energy
against time are given in Fig. 4 and 5.
Fig.3. Power system modeled in Simulink
Fig. 4.Plot of solar power and power required in 48 hours
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Fig.5. Plot of battery energy level in 48 hours
From Fig. 4, we could see that at 7 am, the power from the solar was not enough thus some
battery power was needed to cover the gap. This lasted for almost an hour before there is a
surplus in power where the initial battery level has dropped 25% (see Fig. 5). The battery
manager allowed for battery recharge whenever there is surplus in power and it would take
about 6 hours to fully charge it (see Fig. 5).
The battery would stay at the maximum energy level of 101 kWh for about 4 hours before
deficit in power started at about 6 pm. The battery continues its discharge until almost at 8 am
on the next day, dropping its energy to minimum level of 27 kWh. The battery would then be
fully charged again in less than 6 hours before deficit in power requires it to support the
aircraft operation once again. This cycle of recharge and discharge between minimum to
maximum energy would continue indefinitely if the simulation was given a bigger time frame.
This proves that our design solutions indeed satisfy the mission requirements of perpetual
flying.
10. SYSTEM RELIABILITY ANALYSIS
The power and energy analysis done in previous section has a big uncertainty in it since they
depend on assumed values listed in the engineering constant in Table 1. Among the
parameters with large uncertainty are the maximum irradiance( ) and solar cells
efficiency( ). We use 950 W/m2 as the maximum irradiance of Malaysian atmosphere at
21km altitude. However, there is no published literature yet that can give clear indications of
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maximum irradiance value at that altitude. Few literatures only measured the ground level
irradiance on clear sky conditions and the values are around 968 W/m2 as monthly average
[33]. For our design, we conservatively assumed that is about 950 W/m2, a low figure
considering that for a clear day should increase with altitude.
Nevertheless, at an altitude increase and decrease depending on earth position on its
elliptical orbit around the sun [34]. also depends on various solar activities and
phenomenon, which are said to change periodically every 11 years [35-36]. The ozone layer
which is located in the stratosphere (our design altitude) are known to absorb part of the solar
spectrum which would also decrease the overall solar energy received [37], and the ozone
concentration itself is highly varied [38]. The change of the dominant spectrum in sunlight
will affects the performance of solar cells as reported by [39]. Various kinds of aerosols
polluting the atmosphere have their peak concentration around 20km altitude. They reduce the
energy in sunlight by backscatter and absorption as reported by [27, 40]. Solar cells efficiency
( ) also varies by large degrees depending mostly on their operating temperature [33] and
just like the ozone layer concentration, stratospheric temperature above Malaysia is highly
varied [38]. Icing problem which may or may not occur depending mainly on the temperature
could reduce the energy received by the solar panels.
Apart from randomness in the energy collected by the solar panels such as discussed above,
we must also anticipate that the energy required by cruise may not be as constant as we
initially assumed. This is due mainly to the gust phenomena which should be less in the
stratospheric altitude but still significant nevertheless. In one NASA report, it could induce
0.5G of impulse with occurrence frequency of about 1% of the flight time [34]. Besidesthat,
the stratosphere typically has wind current that follow planetary-scale Rossby wave [41].
However, the magnitude of the velocity at 21km altitude above Malaysia is highly fluctuated
[38]. If the wind movement is at different direction to cruise, then the aircraft would need
higher power to maintain its speed relative to the ground. Conversely, if the wind is at similar
direction to cruise then the aircraft would save energy.
To further validate our design, we must demonstrate the reliability of our solar energy
harvesting system in fulfilling the total energy needed by cruise and flight mission. One way
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to convincingly measure reliability of a system plagued by randomness in many of its key
parameter is to use a Monte Carlo simulation. Such method has been demonstrated by
reference [42-44].
Monte Carlo simulation is a statistical tool that incorporate stochastic characters in a
deterministic mathematical model [45]. In our case, we can easily calculate total energy
collected by the solar panels using the Equation (13). We could also easily calculate the total
energy consumption due to cruise flight, avionics and telecommunication payload using
Equation (14).. 48ℎ = ( ) ∙ 12 ∙ 2 (13)
. 48ℎ = (0.5 + 500) ∗ 48 (14)
We must recognize that in both equations, there are ranges of output values that can be
attributed to their input parameters. We could for example produce three calculations; the base
case, worst case and best case. Hitherto, this will produce a misguided prediction since the
best and worst case could have very low probability of actually happening. Using Monte
Carlo simulation, we could produce ranges of possible outcome along with their probability of
actually happening. This is done by first identifying the distribution, if any, in the input
parameters which in our case is the , solar cells efficiency and velocity of flight.
For our simple analysis, we assume that will vary by ±20%, solar cells efficiency by ±5%
and flight velocity by ±7%. For best case value, we calculate the balance of energy collected
less the energy required when is 1140 W/m2, solar cells efficiency is 24% and flight
velocity is 17 m/s. The worst situation for energy balance is when is 760W/m2, solar
cells efficiency is 0.14 and flight velocity is 31 m/s. Using the balance energy value of best
and worst case scenario, we can calculate the overall representative of standard deviation( )
and average of output. We then produced random number prediction of each variables using
Microsoft Excel’s rand() command. Unique output values are produced for each iteration. The
number of iteration ( ) required is calculated using [46]:√ = 3 ⁄ (15)
Total error ( ) is calculated using our estimated average(i.e. the average of best and worst case)
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divided by the required error. For the current analysis, we conservatively say that we want a
correct prediction within 5% of error. Thus, total error is:= ( ) 0.5⁄ (16)
This will result in the minimum iteration required of about 59,606 times. Thus we run our
iteration at 60,000 times and the frequency results are plotted in Fig. 6. The plot in Fig. 5
shows the frequency of different output of total energy collected by the solar cells less the
energy consumed for cruise, avionics and payload in the duration of 48 hours. It can be seen
that there is significant probability, about 25% of all cases of the flight having negative
balance which means that the energy consumed during 48 hours is more than the total energy
collected. Nevertheless, there are actually less than 10% occurrences of energy deficit cases
where the deficit has higher magnitude than the maximum battery capacity. This means that
many energy deficit cases can be solved by initially charging the battery to the maximum
before the mission begins. We did not incorporate the initial energy charge level in either
Equation (16) or (17); whereas we as the designer have the freedom to specify the initial
charge.
Fig.6. Frequency chart of possible output of net energy
The most likely scenario is the average of all possible output where the total energy collected
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will larger than the energy consumed by a margin of about 102,000 Wh. We can be confident
with our design since the energy collected will be in surplus or at least at similar level to
energy consumed at about 90% of the times. The new standard deviation can be calculated
from all samples. The final absolute error can be calculated using the new standard deviation
and using equation above. This absolute error is about 1.8%.
An interesting question to ponder is what will happen to the aircraft if for any reason the solar
did not provide enough energy and the battery ran out of power at the same time? The
telecommunication payload will cease to function of course, but what about the aircraft? Well,
the since the hypothetical scenario says there is no power neither from solar nor backup
battery, the aircraft propeller will stop moving. Given that lift is proportional to cruise
velocity squared, the aircraft will lose all of its lift except the buoyancy force will still be
there.
Thus, we arrive at an interesting scenario where the aircraft will slowly descend but will never
crash to the ground, assuming we maintain the internal pressure of helium gas inside the
hybrid aircraft. We can calculate the altitude at which our unpowered hybrid aircraft will
hover by relating buoyancy to weight. This is illustrated by calculation below:= 9.81 ∗ ( − 0.0121) ∗ 2103.81 = ℎ = 600.44 ∗ 9.81
From the calculation, we found that the density of air is 0.298 kg/m3 and this translates
into an altitude of 12,278 m above sea level. Thus we are confident with the crashworthiness
of our hybrid aircraft. The unpowered aircraft could hover at its minimum altitude before it
collects enough energy to climb back to design altitude. On the other hand, by way of
manipulating the pressure inside the hybrid aircraft, it could even descend further if required.
11. PRELIMINARY SKETCHES
The early sketches of our current design are given in the Fig. 7. To achieve the large volume
requirement, we looked up to Airbus A380 as a shape example. We opted for twin fuselage
design to reduce the side cross-sectional area thus reducing the probability of side drift. The
length of the fuselage is 48 m which is only slightly shorter than its wing span.
The total volume for wing and fuselage is more than 2700 cubic meter providing ample room
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for Helium and other equipment. The fuselage length could be extended longer if the need
arises (for example, to accommodate larger payload) because it is common for passenger
aircraft, for which our design refers to have fuselage longer than the wingspan. NACA 2421
was chosen for the airfoil because it has a thick profile of 21% of chord and airfoil drag
coefficient of 0.013 when its lift coefficient is 1.1, just like we assumed during the
optimization process. The airfoil was set at 9o angle-of-attack (AoA), so as to achieve the
required lift coefficient. The airfoil has stall angle of 15o, which leave sufficient margin from
our cruise AoA. Taper ratio was given as such to maximize the wing chord and thickness at
root in order to have more structural integrity. The leading edge and trailing edge angle sweep
was given arbitrarily and would be decided later after aerodynamic analysis is performed.
Similarly, the tail size is given capriciously without proper regards to flight stability analysis
which will be done later.
Fig.7. Preliminary sketches for our design dimensions in meter
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12. MATERIAL AND STRUCTURE
After we have tackled the mathematical foundations of our design, we need to address the
obvious problem of how to actually build a hybrid air vehicle such as ours. Inflatable wing
and fuselage is not actually too far fetch an idea because in 1950s, Goodyear unveiled their
Inflatoplane, a fully stowable aircraft made of two rubber-type materials connected with nylon
mesh thread. The idea of inflatable aircraft structure goes back to 1930s, where Taylor
MacDaniels experimented and patented the concept of rubber glider [47].
The effort to study and further develop the inflatable wing concept came in the mid-2000s,
where the group in the University of Kentucky along with their industrial partner ILC Dover
pursued the Big Blue project [47-48]. The project aimed to develop inflatable wing aircraft
that could operate in low density flight applications such as Mars aerial explorer [48-49]. Due
to Mars low-density, an aerial explorer needs to have very large wing span thus causing a
problem to carry the aircraft from earth to the planet. Thus, foldable inflatable wing is needed
to fit the aircraft into a suitable spacecraft. Using inflatable wing aircraft on Mars also have
the added advantage of allowing for Helium to be used to aid the lifting of the aircraft thus
reducing the need for exceptionally long wing span. The BIG BLUE project has also
demonstrated the concept of using the ultraviolet (UV) curing to rigidize their flexible E-glass
inflatable wing [48-50]. They wanted to rigidize their inflatable wing to reduce the need for
maintaining a high pressure inside the wing. We propose to use a similar technique for our
inflatable aircraft where our aircraft would be made from high strength fabric materials, and
then cured with (UV) to allow for freedom in maintaining internal pressure independent from
external atmospheric pressure.
13. CONCLUSION
Based from our mathematical analysis, the main problem that hindered the development of a
perpetual HAP aircraft for pseudo satellite application is finding the delicate balance between
energy that can be stored for night flying and the total weight of the aircraft. We then
proposed for structural modifications of the aircraft concept that we want to design. We
suppose that lighter-than-air technology can be used in hybrid with the conventional lift from
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the wing. Thus, we modify the original total weight equation to include buoyancy force which
will be solved numerically. Our solver indeed found a tractable range of solutions allowing us
the flexibility to choose suitable wing span and aspect ratio. We chose 50m wing span and
aspect ratio of 13 from which the code would then compute other specifications of the aircraft
such as cruise speed, total weight, volume for Helium, solar cells area and others. We did a
power balance check and we found that the battery could store enough energy to cover the
flight, avionics and payload power every time the solar power was in deficit. Reliability of
solar energy to power the whole mission is demonstrated by Monte Carlo simulation.
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